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I.Introduction
Efficiency

is intended to be one of

arbittatfon's key atftibutes. It is ap aspect that
has been fairly widely described and debated
in the commercial field,1 but much less in
sports arbittation. This article intends to
provide both practi cal and theoretical insights
that demonsftate the efficiency of CAS
ptocedures.

proceedings. On the other hand, atbitration
rules frequently empowet arbt&^l tribunals
with procedural discretion to ensure effective
case maflagement and to avoid uflnecessafy
delay or expense. Indeed, too much
unconsttained freedom for the parties can
lead to dilatory tacd.cs that impact the
efficiency of the procedue.

Given t}rat all. stakeholdets in arbitration are
concetned with the efficiency of proceedings,

The teasons that can lead to the choice of
arbitration ate manifold.2 One of the most
prominent reasons is the wide margin of
freedom in determining and conducting the

m^îy gqidelines, rules, and ptotocols have
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in Intemational Arbitaûon", Groningen

Efficiency

of International Law, vol 3(1): Intemational
Arbitration and Procedure, 2015, pp. 110-124;

Joumal

been published to assist in the management
of disputes.3 Recently, a Working Group
compdsed of representatives from around 30

shalpen the sword of efficiency in international
arbittatiort'', Young ICCA Group Paper, 2072;

"Towatds Greater Efficiency in Intemational
Arbitration", 11th AIJA Annual Arbitration
Conference, Zrnch, J:une 2079.
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KaupmNN-KoHLER

/

Rtcozzl "Atbirrage

intemational: droit et pratique à la lumière de la
LDIP", 2r.d ed. Bem: lfeblaw, 2010.
3 For instance, the IBA Guidelines on Conflict of
Intetest in International Arbitration ("IBA Rules'),
approved by the fBÂ Council ort22May 2004, contain

CLAXTON J., "Tailodng Intetnational Atbitration for
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mainiy civil law - couritlies adopted Rules
on the Efficient Conduct of Proceedings in
International Arbitation.ou These initiatives
show that efficiency is at the c,ore of

-

arbitration concems and that there

is

a

willingness to achieve this objective.

On closer observation, however, the nod.on
of efficiency is not easy to gasp.6 It is often
seen as the mere pursuit of optimizing time
and cost in the procedure.T However, in the
field of justice the understanding of efficiency
canriot be limited to this restli.ctive utilitarian
approach,.Indeed, the quest of time and cost
optimization can be at the expense of quality.
That is the teason why the metaphot of the
triangle is frequently used to consider the
issue of the efficiency of art:,itnl
proceedings.t fn this context, efficiency is
imagined as the optimal balance achieved
between three aspects in tension: speed,
economy and quality.e

The issue of ef{iciency is particulady
impottant in sports arbitration where
decisions can directly affect the outcome of
an ongoing competition or championship.
This has made the timeliness of proceedings
an unavoidable objective of the CAS. The
othet key objective of the CAS is to offer a
cost-efficient ptocedure accessible to ùi.
athletes. The latter is particulatly important in
an arbitration context often qualified as

a numbet of ptovisions .that enable

efficient

proceedings.
a Rulet on the Eficient Conduct of Proæedings in Intemational
Arbitration (Prague Rules), Prague, 14 December 2018,

httos://oraeuerules.com: AnGERICH S., A
Comparison of the IBA and the Prague Rules:
Compating Two of the Same, Kluwer Arbittation
Blog 2 March 2079: "The Ptague Rules are intended
as a ftamework providing guidance to conduct
effective arbitration proceedings. They do not replace
institutional rules which govern arbiftal procedure and
are only applicable upon the parties' agteement.or ât
the arbitral tribunal's own initiative after consultation
with the parties and, even then, only to tlre extent to
which the parties have agreed".
s STAMPA G., "The Prague r,tles", Arbitration
Intemational, Volume 35, Issue 2, Jlur;.e 2019, Pages
221,-244.
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It is worth'noting that a distinction can be made

between effectiveness and efficiency. The two terms,
which are often wrongly amalgzmaled, reflect in teality

"forced", or imposed by law, by the rules and
stâtutes of sports fedetations ot associations.
\X/hile predictability was not initially
^
logfi;p]ized objective, it has become a featute
of dispute resolution befote the CAS. Indeed,
special needs related to the field of spott have
led to a specific organiztion that increase the

consistency

of the awards and

the

predictability of the outcome of the litigated
issues. This feature significantly contributes
to imptoving the quality of plocedures.

This article aims at assessing whether the
CAS has struck the right balance between
timeliness, cost-effecdveness alld quality of
the tendered decision. This evaluation of the
efficiency of the CAS proceedings will only
focus oll those befote the peffianent
Divisions, i.e. the procedute before the

"Ordinary Arbitation Division" which
determines first-instance disputes between
spoting stakeholders that are generally
commercial (tathet than disciplinary) in
nature, the procedure before the AntiDoping Division (created n 2019) which
hears first-instance anti-doping cases and the
Appeals Atbitation Division which hears
disputes adsing from first-instânce decisions
mÀe by sporis governing bodies.t0 Due to
theit contextual specificity, the proceedings
befote the ad hoc Divisions will not be dealt
with.

diffetent phenomena. Indeed, effectiveness is based
solely on the capacity to achieve a determined result,
while efficiency deals with the means used to attain
procedute can be effective but

that tesult. Therefore,

a

not efficient if it

uses disptoportionate

meâns.

Efficiency can thetefote be seen as the intention not
to allow tÏe frrlfrllment oFobjectives at all costs.
7 CLAxTON
J., "Tailoring Intemational Arbiftation fot
efficiency'', Harmonising Trade Law to Enable Private
Sector Regional Development, Flors Serie Volume
W., 2016, Victoria University lTellington.

s

FoRTBse / Flnuut, '?rocedural Faimess and
Efficiency in Intemational Arbitration", Groningen
Joumal of Intetnàtional Law, vol 3(1): Intemational
Arbitration and Ptocedtrr e, 201 5, pp. 110 -I24.
e HEISTANBN V., *Key to Efficiency in Intemational

Arbitration", ICSID Reaiew - Foreign Inaestment Law
Joumal,Volume 30, Issue 3,F^112015, pages 481-485.
to Art. 53 of the Code of Sports-related Atbitration
("the Code").
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The mandatolry nâture of sports arbitation
could have been a disadvantage or even â
ptoblem. It has been wellhandled by the CAS
with the provision of high-quality ptocedures
(I). In addition, the CAS has not hesitated to
implement particulatly tigorous procedures
to meet the expectations of stakeholders (II).

II. fur obligatoqy arbiffation:
consequehces on efficiency

The issue of consent to arbitration is one of
fhe raisons d'être of arbitation. It is addressed
in a very different way in the context of the
settlement of sports-telated disputes than in
other arbitation fields. The purpose of this
section will be to understand the causes and
consequences of such an approach, on the
efficiency of CAS procedures.
A. A forced arbitration

To be properly understood, the issue of the

use of fotced atbitration must be
contextualized. To this end, it is necessary to
look back to the beginnings of sports justice,
where sportinstitutions had their own judicial

bodies

to enfotce their regulations and

to

hear appeals against their disciplinary
decisions. While sports disputes often
involved sports institutions, athletes and
clubs were teluctant to lodge c se befote the

^
judicial bodies of these institutions.
For their
part, the national courts have long been
rather reluctant to teview the decisions of
these bodies.11

Over time, in view of the growing importance
of the economic intetests at stake, athletes
arrd clubs have been less reluctant to lodge a
case before the mechanisms of spott justice.
Many. sports federations ptovided for the
exclusion of members who dared to turn to the
courts. See, OSWALD D., "Le pouvoir juridictionnel
11

des organisations sportives et ses

limites" in: Séminaire

National courts positioned

diffetently and began to abandon their initial

inhibition to intervene in sports disputes.
Flowever, spott inhetently needs a level
playing field for athletes, which cannot be
ensuted in the context of ftagmented justice
rendeted by different national authorities.t'
The sporting community could not accept
diffetent outcomes in disputes dealing with
the same issues. The sport sector pfesents
maîy peculiarities that can be better
understood by specialized bodies than by
ordinary judges. The general consensus
âmong the sport sectot's stakeholders is that
atbiftation is pteferable over ordinary
litigation before State courts. Consequently,
in order to harmonize sport justice and offer
a single procedure fot more equality and legal
secudty, the CAS was created in 1,984.13

The CAS has now been accepted by almost
all sport federations as the supreme instance
in sports arbitration. According to the Swiss
Fedetal Tdbunal ("SFT'), the CÂS has
become the 'Suprerze court of world sport" and
"an inescapable institution in the world o1f Eort".la
Every sport association has its own internal
instances, whose decisions are subject to
appeal to the CAS. Most of the time, the
athletes are thetefore subject to standard
arbitration agreements contained in statutes,
regulations and athletes' declarations (i.e. by
reference) and not to negotiated arbitation
agfeements

This indirect and forced consent, ftom which
athletes cânnot escâpe, has opened the doot
to ethical debates. Nevertheless, arbitration
clauses by refetence to statutes ot athletes'
declarations are usuâlly accepted by state
courts and especially by the SFT.15 The latter
Special Sedcs No. 41, GersINcBn'/ TT.aeAroo
MESTRAT (eds.),2015,

1z P.lGozzt 4., "L'arbitiabilité des litiges", ASA
14 pAT OCCHI P.M.,'Justice by Speciâlists: Advantages
and Risks (X.eal and Petceived)", irl.: Sports Arbitration:

A

2005,para.778.

GETsTNGER

M., "Sports Arbitration: Which

Feânrres

Can Be "Expotted" to Other Fields of Arbitration?",
rlr: Spons Arbitration: A Coaclt for Otber Plryers?, ASA

/ ns

p. 12.

Bulletin, 3 /2003.

"Droit et Sport" du 11 septembte 2002, Publications
FSA (vol. 1 8), Beme 2003, pp. 41 - 52, 44; Fttc ozzt A.,
"L'atbittage intemational en matiere de sport", Basel
12 COCCIÀ

themselves

Coach

Other Playrs?,

for

ASA Special

No. 41,
(eds.), 2015,

Series

/ Tnalaroo /oa lrrsmar

p.34.
15

SF*I 133

III235

(Canas), E.4.4.
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'

recognized that sports arbitration is a forced

arbitation but confirmed its validity, due to
the fact that it constitutes a genuine
âIternaiveto stâte courts, for sevetal teasons.
First of all, grven that it is a specialized
institution, the CAS is the most âppropriate
folum to render justice in this atea. Secondly,
it provides sufficient guatantees of
independence and impartiality. Finah, there
is the possibility of challenging CAS awards
before a nùfonal court, in this case the SFT,
in the event of an arbitration going wrong.'6
The .European Coutt of Human Rights
('EctHR) in the Mutu and Pechstein case t7
has sfressed thatif arbitration is compulsory,
in the sense of it being required by law, it
must afford the safeguatds secuted by Atticle
6 para. 1 of the Convention.ls This
cladfication brought by the Court shows that
the validity of a forced arbitation clause is
conditioned by the respect of ptocedural
rights guaranteed by the Convention.tn The
fact that consent to the CAS' judsdiction is,
in many cases, not voluntary, has led the CAS
to adopt high quality procedures and be
extremely vigilant with regard to respect for
the ptocedural rights of the patties.

The CAS has a fixed seat in Lausânne for all
arbitration proceedings and parties are not
allowed to change it.20 The establishment of a
fixed arbitral seat in a given country can be
seen as an element of iegal security. Indeed,
the arbitration ptoceedings will be governed

by the law of the country of the seat,
irrespective of where the hearings actuâlly
take place. This favours procedural

uniformity that contrj.butes to

greâter

predictability. The choice of seat is thetefore
particulady important since arbitration
proceedings will be influenced in many ways
by the legal system of the chosen country.2l

The pemânent location of the seat in
Lausanne means that

all. CAS arbitrations are
govemed by Swiss atbitration law and in
pârticulâr by Chapter 12 of the Private
InternationalLaw Act ('PILA') which deals
with international arbiftâtions." This almost
systemad.c submission of CAS arbitrations to
equal
the PILA is a guarantee of
^r7
treatment
between
attrletes,
"ptocedural'
regardless of their own domicile ot to that of
the sports fedetation in question, or even the
place where the disputed competition toôk

place.'3

Moreover, this submission to Swiss law gives

B. The application of Swiss law: a
safeguatd

16-RrGoZZr A.,

"Le recours contre les sentences du
Ttibunal atbittal du sport (IAS)", inAnwalts Reaue de
l'arbitrage, 1 6 November 201 5.
17
Mutu and Pechstein v. Switzedand (Applications no.
40575/10 and no. 67474/t0) (Ï,CFIR. 324 Q018)),
para.95.
18 In suppott of this atgumenq the Court in the Mutu
and Pechstein ,ut. (ç,iâ. 95) tefets to a precedent:
Suda v. Czech Republic, r.o. 1643/06, 28 October
201,0,para.49.
1e Ibid- pata.92: 'The Court teiterates that Article 6
$
1 of the Convention secutes to everyone the right to
have any claim relating to his civil tights and
obligaûons brought befote a court or tribunal. In this
way the Article ernbodies the "right to a court", of
which the right of âccess, that is the right to instinrte
proceedings before courts in civil mâtters, constitutes
one aspect only (see Lupeni Greek Catholic Parish and

Others v. Romania [GC], no. 76943/77, '$ 84, 29
November 2016, znd Golder v. the United Kjngdom,
2l Febnary 1975, S 36, Sedes A no. 18)".
20

Art. R28 of the Code

judsdiction to the SFT to hear câses
concerning CAS au/ards under cefiain
conditions.2o This control confers rather
2i.Cbccr,,r. M., op. cit., p 11.
The vast majority of arbitral proceedings before the
CAS are govemed by Chapter 72, brt it should be

22

to be submitted to
Chapter 12 it is imperative tlraLt at least one of the
parties had îot, at the time the arbitration âgreement
noted that for the arbitration

was concluded, his other domicile or

habitual

residence in Switzedand (art.776 para. 1 of the PILA).

% Art. 1,76.1, of the PII-A: "The provisions of
.this
chapter shall apply to arbitrations if the seat of the
arbittal tribunal is in Suritzetland and if at least one of
the parties at the time the arbitation agreemeflt was
concluded was neither domiciled nor habitually
resident in Switzedand".
24 Art. R46 and R59 of the Code: The award, notified
by the CAS Coutt Office, shall be final and binding
upon the parties subject to recourse available in certain
citcumstances pursuant to Swiss Law within 30 days
from the notification of the award by mail ôr courier.
It may not be challenged by way of an action for setting
aside to the extent that the patties have no domicile,

habitual residence,

or

business establishment in
10

broad pterogatives on the SFT;25 Indeed, the
lattet may rule on: the iregular constitution
of the arbitaltribunal the iurisdiction or lack
of iurisdiction of an arbiaal tdbunal, an uhra
petiTa decision and a denial of justice, the
violation of fundamental procedural
principles and a conflict with substantive
pubJic policy.26 The SFT therefore
participates directly and actively in the
development of sports law by promoting the
emergence of key principles which will be
referred to by the CAS.27 As such it
contributes to the consistency and
predictability of arbtlr:al awards in sports.
Finally, the fact that the Swiss system has only
one instance of appeal is advantageous in
terms of speed compared to othet systems. In
this context, the parties may teasonably

that th.y will be definitively
determined on the fate of their arbitation
within fow to six months from the filing of
the appeal against arr awatd.z8
consider

fqt many reasofls, arbitration is

desirable in sport, it is a choice that is fat

from

being a tÀvizl issue ftom a fnatcial
perspective for athletes. The procedures of
the CAS hav'e a reputation for being costeffective. This affirmation has been
tecognized on several occasions by the SFT
Switzedand and that they have expressly excluded all
setting aside proceedings in the arbitration agreement
or in an agreement entered into subsequently, in
particular at the outset of the arbitration.
2s Section 190 of the PII-A lists the gtounds forlodging
a complaint before the SFT. This is considered by
some to be too limited for the remedy before a State

judsdiction

to be

considered alone as sufficiently

burdensome in the face of forced arbitration.
26Ârt. 190 para'.2 of thePILA.
27 See in parricular the question ofpathological clauses,
which is discussed below.
28

Rrcozzr À., "Le recouls contre les

SFT: 'Tt is noT certain ThaT ofher soluTions exisT Tbat
could replaæ an insTiTuTion [the CAS] c@4ble of
resoluing inTernaTional disputes

in

The

field of tpoX

For its part, the
EctFIR in the Mutu and Pechstein case,
recognized that the CAS is able to nrle in a
quickfit and inexpensiuefi".ze

timely and cost-effecdve manner.30

CAS proceedings, whose cost vafles
depending on the composition of the
arbiftation panel ate deemed to be costeffective compared to cefiain other
ârbitration proceedings.3l They c rl
nevettheless remain costly for some athletes.
In accordance with its objective of making
CAS ptocedutes accessible to all athletes,
CAS has set up â number of facilities to assist
athletes who may be in financial difficulty.

First ôf all, it should be remembered that
arbitration procedures befote the CAS are
free of charge fot "disciplinary dispans of an
inTernaTional naTure judged on @pea/', the lattet
include alarge proportion of so-calied forced

arbitration cases.32 Secondly,

C. Cost-accessible iustice?

\ù7hile,

and recently by the EctHR. Accotding to the

sentences du

Tribunal atbitr:al du sport (TAS)",'tnAnwahsReuae

de

lAuocat,16 Novembet 2015, pp. 276-222.
2e STF 729 III 445 c.3.3.3.3.3 p. 462 parissa Lazwtjnz
and Olga Danilova v. IOC, FIS and CAS].
30 Mutu and Pechstein, op. cit., para.98.
31 The CAS makes available online to the parties a
schedule arbitration costs, with the administrative
costs and the arbitrators' costs and fees, both of which

the
International Council of Arbitration for Spott
(.'ICAS') has established a fund to provide
assistance.33 Athletes in difficulty may rn
particular be gtanted ân exemption from
paying the procedural fees and a flat-rate
amount to cover the ttavel and
accommodation expenses of the beneficiary
as well as those of witnesses, experts,
to the amount in dispute. The arbittators'
côsts and fees are also fixed, but the final amount will
vary depending on the hours spent on the file and
therefore on the complexity of the case. However,
these houdy iates âre consideted teasonable by the
are indqxed

as a whole in coinparison to othet areas of
artiittation.
32 Afi. R64 and R65 of the Code: Free arbitral
proceedings before an ad hoc arbittal tribunal
constituted fot a major sporting event must also be
teserved; in particular, free arbitral proceedings before
the ad hoc Chamber for the Olympic Games, which
issues an award within 24 hours to ensure the
continuity of the competition (for more details on this
ad hoc chamber, see RIGOZZI 4., "L'arbitrage

literatue

intemational en matière de sport", Basel2005, pp. 137-

n" 242-244,pp.682- 684,n" 1348-1352).
fmru the Court of ArbitraTion for
Sport (entered into force on 1 September 2013:
amended on 7 January 2076).
138,

33 Cuidelines on legal aid

1.1

interpreters and public defenders. The
services of apro bono counsel approved by the
CAS are also available.3a

These effotts of the CAS with respect to.the
costs of proceedings contdbute significantly
to their efficiency. Indeed, this allows the

institution

to

achieve one

of its

main

objectives, that of economy which is also one
of the tlree poles of the efficiency triangle
(speed-economy-qualiry).
They are essentialin the context of arbitration

consideted âs forced. The consent to
arbitration implies z waiver of state
jurisdiction, which raises difficulties when
this arbiftation is deemed to be forced. As we
have aheady seen, the validity of the

obligatoty cltzracter of arbitation
conditioned

by the

respeçt

of

as there is a

genuine and effective
"compensation" for the dismissal of state
jurisdiction. This is the case, in the present
case, insofat as the CAS is unanimously
recognised as the most appropdate court in
the field of sport. In addition, its constant
efforts to make ptocedures financially
accessible to everyone lead to the conclusion
that this tenunciation of state justice has been
çounter-balanced by a valuable judicial
altetnative.

it

should be borne in mind that the
CAS, like all permanent institutions, has

incompressible administrative costs.
Reducing pdces without affecting the
operating costs and quality of the sewices
provided by the CAS would tequire funding
support thtt,can only be provided by sports
institutions directly involved in the settlement

For more details on eligibility requirements, refer to
the Cuidelines on legal aidfron the Court of Arbitrationfor

?a

Spon

Mutu and Pechsteirq op. cit., para.95.
36SFT4A 260/2017.
3s

37

Ibid, para.3.4.3.

the CAS would be inclined to support a
sports body, in this case FIFA, when it is a
party to an arbiluaaon procedure conducted
by it.37

is

certain
fundamental dghts, such as compliance with
Atticie 6 para.1 of the ECHR 35 or Article 30
par 7 of the Swiss Federal Constitution, ând
both guarantee the right of âccess to justice.
This compliance cân only be ensuted as long

Lastly,

of the disputes. In this context, independence
challenges have resulted. The SFT has
consistently held that the CAS is atr
independent and impat(nl institution. In
2017,ln the Setaing case, the SFT confirmed
the independence and impartiality of the CAS
with regard to the issue of CAS funding by
sports otgatizattons. It firstly pointed out
that it is not appropriate to ask athletes and
sports orgatizaions to conftibute equally to
the operating costs of the CAS as itis the case
in an ad hoc commercial arbitration.36 It
further added that it has never been proved
by statistical analyses or in any other way that

D. The closed list of atbitrators: an issue
of independence and impartiality

The independence and impartiality of the
CAS has also been an issue of attention due
to the fact that the list of arbitators is a
closed one established by the ICAS. To this
challenge, the SFT and the EctFIR have
consistently teplied that the list was
sufficiently btoad " to guarantee the parties'
fteedom of choice.3e

In the LazufJna

case, dating from 2003, the
SFT considered that even though athletes
wefe not ftee to choose "theit" atbittatot
since their choice was limited to arbitrators
on a closed list, the list was now extensive
enough to allow sufficient choice while

ensudng "a rapid, :inp/e,flextble and inexpensiue
seTilement of disputes, fut specialists with botb kgal
and sporting backgmundq
athleTes

andfor

1he

[...J

essenTial both

for

proper conduct of compeTiTions".ao

In this case, the SFT had conûrtned the
validity of the CAS' closed list of arbitrators ,
system, as it was suitable for promoting the
effective resolution of. spotts disputes and
It currently has around 400 arbitrators.
nnEB M., Revue, p. 10; BADDELEY M., Lâssociation
Spottive Face au Drcit,p.267.
40 SFI' 129 III 445 5.457, parissa Lazwitna and Olga
Danilova v. IOC, FIS and CASI, 21 ASA Bull. 601,
605-620 (2003).
38
3e

72

wâs compatible with the
requiremenTs

of

independenæ
applicab le to arbitral tribîmals".4l

"nnslitalional

and

irypartiali4t

In turn, the EctFIR in its joint Mutu and
Pechstein cases of 2078 had to rule on the
independence and impanahry of the CAS

in

in the light of Article 6 of the
pCHR. The Cout recognized rhat
paticular

otgatizaions which may oppose athletes
before the CAS have a real influence on the
appointrnent of arbitrators. Flowever, this
influence alone is not sufficient to conclude
thzt arbitatots are dependent or or biased
towatds thesê otgannaions. The Court
concluded that the CÂS' closed list system of
arbitrators itself complies with the
requirements of independence and
impartiality applicable to arbital tribunals
and there has been no violation of Article 6
para. 7 of the Convendon on account of an
alleged lack of independence and impartiality
on the part of the CÂS. o' Iie addition, it
should be temembered that the CAS has
taken rather.drastic measwes to prevent the
accumulation of certain mandates. Indeed,
since 1 Janaary 2010 CAS arbitrators mây not
âct às counsel fot a patty before the CAS.43
This has not yet happened in other arbitration
aleas.

Although the EctFIR

s 2018 "tilts the balanæ of
European human rigbrs lusrice in fauor of CAS

arbilralion'$, the CAS Code was reformed in
2019 n otder to strengthen the independence
and good governance of the Tribunal. On this
occasion, three commissions have been
created in ICAS. Each of them is in charge of
the CAS's main missions, namely: the CAS
Membership Commission, the Legal Aid
Commission, and the Challenge
Commission. The composition of these
corhmissions has beerr elaborated to ensure

4' Ibid
a2

Mutu and Pechstein, op. cit.., para.'157.
a3 Art. 518.3 of the Code.
4'l LATTY F., 'Le TAS matque des points devant la
as
46

Art. 57 of the Code.

COCCIn M., "Sports Arbitration: Which Features
Can Be'Exported" to Other Fields of Arbitration?"

that athletes are mote ef.fectively tepresented
within the ICAS.45

III. Public

and detailed procedures

It is well known that atbitral procedures are
much more flexible than judicial ptocedures,
because they are chosen and tailàred by the
parties. Institutional arbitration - to which
the CAS belongs - is.at a crossroads between
fieedom for the patties to adjust the
orgatizaion of the dispute settlement and
the rigor of'judicial proceedings. Within this
cutegotry, the CAS holds a special place that
stands out from other arbitration procedures.,
Indeed, in order to keep control over the

conduct of the proceedings and in
consideration of the specificities of the
spoting field, the CAS did not hesitate to
implement dgorous procedures, leaving Jittle
room fot the choice of the parties. This
unusual interventionism for atbiftation, as
well as the public riature of a number of its
procedures, brings the CAS closer to judicial
institutions than to classical atbrtràl tribunali,
which has implications with regard to its
efficiency. The CAS has to be vigilanq to the
exterit that, excessive rigidity and control tun
counter to the values of arbittaion, which
could lead to an imbalance between the three
aspects of the efficiency triangle: speed,
economy, quâlity. The puq)ose of the
following section vrill be tô assess the balance
that has been struck.
A. Completeness and tigor of the CAS
proceedings

CAS procedutes tecognized for their
efficiency in tetms of length, are short in
compadson with other arbitration systems.a6
It is not the ordinary ptocedute, which lasts
about one year that makes the CAS diffetent
fiom other arbitation procedures, but rathet
and NeTzrE S., "Sports Arbitration: What Are Its
Limits as a Model for Other Fields of Arbitration?"
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the appeal procedure, which is paticulady

.-

expeditious. Indeed, the procedural code sets
a three-month target for communicating the
operative pffit of the award to the parties
from the time the case is transfered to the

arbitration panel.o'
This time efficiency does not mean that CAS
procedures mây not be affected by hurdles
fhat rnay elongate the ptocess, which m^îy
arbittal institutions face. a8 The thtee-month
time limit is in fact often closet to 5 or 6
months. The atttactiveness of an institution is
â reasorr for this situation and the CAS may
be a victim of its own success in this respect.
The Court has experienced an exponential
inctease of cases since its creadon, from two
cases handled in 1986 to 599 ln 201,6.4e The
, phenomenon has tather been well absorbed
and managed. But combined with the ever-

growing sophistication of the cases
presented, particularly in doping or
commercial mâtters, the institution's task has
not been made easier. It should be kept in
mind that the time spent on a file is not
comptessible ad libitum if one does not want
to affect the qua'lity of the procedure.
Adjudicative institutions must be carefirl not
to trade quality for speed.

The promptness of CAS pioceedings is the
result of serretal procedural measrrres that ate
unusual in atbitration. The strength of the
CAS system, compared to other arbittalforz,
in dealing with the length issue is the dgor of
+z

Art. R59 of thc Code.
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its procedure associated with

the
completeness of its code. Indeed, these two
characteristics, which ate not really attuned to
ârbitration, allow the Court to limit the
influence of the parties on the ptocedures and

the possible dilatory tactics that may result
ftom it. In the context of the appeal
procedute the appellanthas 21days for filing
the application through a Statement of
appeal.5O Within the 10-day time limit after
the expiry of the time limit for the appeal, the
appellant has to file an appeal bdef or shall
inform the-CAS Cout Office in writing
whether the statement of appeal shall be
considered as the appeal brief.sl The appeal
brief must contain all the documents which
the appellant intends to rely on dudng the
ptocedute, namely all the written evidence,
the list of witnesses with their written
testimony ând finally the list of experts who
will intervene.u'The appeal shall be deemed
to have been with&awn if the appellant fails
to rneet such time limit.l3 The answer of the

Respondent

shall coûtâin the

same

documents.5a After the exchange of the
written submissions, the parties are no longer.

authorized

to produce further written
if

evid,ence, except by mutual âgreemet'rt, o1

the Panel so pefinits, based on exceptional
circumstances. It should be stressed that only
the appeal procedute is concemed by these
stri.ct procedural rules since in the ordinary
ptocedure there âre more exchanges of
written submis sions. 55
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Taking into consideration the patticularly
short and peremptory deadlines of the appeal
procedure, the CAS had to be vigilant and
find a balance between the rigor of a
ptocedure and the dghts of the paties.
Indeed, the right of the patties to bdng
evidence to the attention of the Panel is one
of the primary procedural dghts. As has been
satd, 'lsfucb euidence musl be releaanT and adduæd
in due Time and in due form".56 The fact that
article R44.2 and R.44.3 apply n uîatis m utandis
to appeal proceedings for both the appeal
brief and the answer allow the Panel at any
time to otder the production of additional
documents.5T

B. Elements beyond the control of the
CAS

A procedure may be effective and rigorous,
but if the atbitration clause is poody drafted
i
(refered to âs a "pathological clause"), its

will

necessarily be negatively
impacted. Indeed, the general or unclear
wording of the arbitation clause can lead to
doubts with tegard to the will of the parties
to consent to CAS judsdiction. In this
context, the validity of the clause 58 could be
challenged either at the stage of preliminary
objections befote.the CAS, or later in the
context of an application before the SFT.
This would slow down and lengthen the
overall dispute tesolution process.

efficiency

56

MAVRoMATI
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Reen, op. cit.; and see ATF 1.L9 II

386 of September7993,F. SpA, c. 1b.
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In the context of

its

seat

in

an international arbitration having
Switzedand, as is the case for arbitration

of a clause,
reference should be made to the FederalÀct on Private
International Law (PII-A). Under Swiss law, to be
considered valid, a clause must meet formal and
substantive requirements set out in Article 178 (1) Q)
of the PII-A.
5e
Judgment of the SFT of 21 Novemb et 2003
No. 130 III 66; judgment of the Federal
befote the CAS, to ved$' the validity

On several occasions, the SFT has had the
opportunity to clarift what it meairû ï)y
^
pathological clause.5e In a 2011 ruling it
chatactenzed .this clause

arr incomplete,

^s
ambiguous, or inconsistent clause.60 On this
basis, the CAS in
non-exhaustive list

a 2017 award drew up a
of cnterta for tecognizing
the pathology of a clause. Âmong the
characteristics mentioned by the SFT, the
vague ot ambiguous natufe of the clause was
taken up, to which were added, inler alia,

stâtements containing

conftâdictory
stâtements or lacking precision. in the
designation of the institution chosen by the
patties. Finally, the non-exclusion of the
intetvention of State courts or any other
court (at least befote the awatd is rendered)
may, according to the CAS, lead to
competition in the establishment of its
jurisdiction and rçsult in the invalidity of the

arbitation

clause.61

Although the quality of the clause is not a
component as such of the CAS procedure,
the Court did not ignore this phenomenon
and acted in response. Party counsel in theit
drafting role are central to avoiding these
procedural inconveniences. This is why CAS
regulady offets trairring. In addition, standard
clauses are at the disposal of the drafters on
tlre Tribunal's website. Frnally, the
publication of the case lâv/ ptovides a colpus
to which arbiftators cantefet to avoid ceftain
pitfalls.

if it contains

any of the following feâtures that are not
cbmmon in arbitration âgreements:
(A) if it is vague or ambiguous as regards ptivate
jurisdiction contains gold contadicting ptovisions;
B) if it fails to mention with precision the institution
which will fill the of referee's body chosen by the
parties;

C) if it fails to produce procedural rnandatory
consequerces for the parties in the event of a dispute;
(D) if it fails to exclude the intervention of state courts
in the settlement of the disputes, at least before the
issuance of the award;
E) if it does not vest powers to the arbiftators to

Court 4,L_246/207L
60Judgment of the SFT No.4A_246/2017,pata.

tesolve the disputes likely to arise between the parties;

2.2.3.
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Heap sentence of 25 October 2077 (2077 / A/ 5065):
"A clause is therefore generally said to be pathological
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does not permit the putting

in

place

of

a

procedure leading sous le best conditions ofefficiency
and speed to the rendering of an award That is likefi of
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CAS procedures are not only unusual in the
field of arbitration because of their rigot but
as well because tL"y
more trallsparent
"r" at least in some
than other procedures,
aspects. It remains to be seen what role this
transparency plays with rcgatd to the
efficiency of CAS procedures.

which is public, summaries and press releases
are âlso provided for important cases. Finally,
in some situations, the cases concern
tenowned figures in spott or concetns the
ranking of z well-known championship,
which necessadly involves signi{icant media

C. Ttansparency

By contrast, confidentiahty temains the rule
beforç the Otdinary Division. Indeed, when
the CAS rules in first instance, the award may
only be made public if the parties agree.6u In
this context, only 1,0 or 20 percent of cases

Today, in atbitration, thete is a ftend tourards
increasing transparency. This is exemplified
with the United Nations Commission on

Intemational Trade Law (IJNCITRAI)
"Rules on trânsparency in investor-state
arbitration" adopted tn 2013. It is a wellknown example of this proclivity which
generally concems modern govemance.6'
llowever, this objective of ftansparency is
especially difficult to achieve in arbitration,
where confidentiality is one of the main
pillars.

regards the CAS, it has ,^ pardLctJ'air
telationship with transparericy since, in
comparison with other arbiaal fora, most of
its awatds are published. Indeed, before the

As

appellate ptocedute, which represents about
85 percent of CAS cases, the award and
sunmâ1y andf ot a press telease setting forth
the results of the ptoceedings shall be made

putrlic by CAS (unless the parties agtee
otherwise).63 This speci{icity is mainly
expiained by the fact tJrrat the decisions
appealed to the CAS
fust instance

decisions adopted ^re
by federations,
associations or sports orgztizattons which
generaliy made publicda.

^re
therefore make little sense, if

It

any,

would

to make

them confidential later on. In addition to the
avarlabthty of awards on the CAS database

coverâge.

are published.66

This procedual feature of the CAS combined
with universal access to the awards via the
onlirie database, make the CAS system a
unique model in arbitration and conftibute to
its legitimacy and its efficiency.

Fot a variety of reasons, this pooling of CAS
awatds and their pubiication on the CAS
website contribute to the efficiency of the
ptoceedings. It can be firstly consideted as a
guarlîtee of equality between individuals
which is especially necessary in doping
disputes. In addition, this system facilitates
the emergence of key princtples that ensure
the consistency of case law. 'This process
leads to the developfnent of a lex sportiua
which fosters the consistency and
predictability of sports law.97
Another facet of ttatsparency is the publicity
of hearings. With regard to this issue, Article
6 (1) ECHR entitles everyone "to a public (. ..)
bearing (...) U an irnpartial and independent
Tribunal" and exptessly ptovides for various
exceptions to this principle. The total or
par dLal in camera hearing must be strictly

62 The UNCITRAL rules on transparency in
atbitation between investors and States based on the
treaties (the 'Rules on transpatency), which entered

Atticle

into fotce on 1 April 2014; BOISSON DE CI{AZOURNES
/ eARuft , Transparenry in Inuestor-State arbitration: Year
incremental approach. In'. Baltrain Chamber for Dispute

65

Resolution International

Arbitration Reuiew, 201,5, vol. 2,

No. 1, p. 59-76.
63 Art. R59 of the Code.
6a In this respect, the new FIFA Disciplinary Code
enteted into force on 15 July 2019 provides in its

51..7

that the FIFA General Secretariat
by FIFA's judicial

publishes the decisions taken
bodies.

Art. R43 of the Code.
Information grven by the Registry of the CAS.
67 CRSINT L., "The Making of a Lex Sportiva by the
Court of Arbitration fot Sport", Vol. 12No.05, Beltond
66

DiEun International ludicial Institutiont at Lawmakers,
May 2077, German LawJoumal.
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determined by the cfucumstances of the case.
In the Pechstein case, the SFT had concluded

that aticle 6 (1) did not âpply to the
ptoceedings before the CAS, since, according
to it, it was a voluntary arbiftation.68 The

European Court by tecognizing the forced
cltartcter of the Pechstein arbiftation, found
atticle 6 (1) of the ECHR applicable, and
concluded tbat a brcach of the same article

had occured due to the fact that the
proceedings before the CAS had not been
made public when the athlete had made the
request. Thé Court considered that 'the
controversy concerning the infamou's nature
of the sanction fot the athlete should have
tequired that the hearing be held under public
control. This was understood zs a wary of
preserving confidence in the justice system in
question.

In

2019, the CAS Code was subsequently
adapted to the requirements of Article 6 of
the Convention. Previously, Article R57 of
the CAS Code ptovided that, at the hearing,
the ptoceedings take place in camera, unless
the parties agree otherwise. With the 2019
reform of the Code, the new Article R57
provides that: "aT The request of a pfuisical peffoft
who is pa@ to tlte pmceedings, a public hearing
should he held if tbe matter is 0f a distiplinary
ilaTure". The implementation of this new
provision will not have been long in coming
as on 15 November 2019 a public hearing was
held in the context of an appeal procedure
befote the CAS involving the Wodd AntiDoping Agency (X{zADA) agaiirst the Chinese
swimmer Sun Yang and the Fédération
Internationale de Natation (FINÀ). In this
context, a public viewing àtet was avatlable
for wdtten media and members of the public
to observe the proceedings, afld in patallel,
the hearings were avùfabLe by livesfteam on
the intetnet.6e

The explosion of the number of cases
handled since the CAS was created
demonsftates that the institution has for now
managed to sttike an approptnte balance
between the efficiency of its procedures in
terms of length and costs, and has at the same
time been able to maintain a rather unique
quality in the conduct of the procedures.

These qualities, although

consciously

cultivated and developed, stem from the
specificities of the field of sport.. In other
wotds, the CAS has taken advantage of the
patticular expectations of litigants to impose
an unusual regime of atbitration, midway
between arbital procedure and judicial
procedure.

This particular regime has been and continues
to be the subject of attention, especially with
tegard to issues telating to independence and

impartiality.

That said, the CAS

unanimouSlyrecognized

as

is

the supreme court

in sport, is often taken as an example for
othet areas of arbitration, and continues'to be
for efficiency. It is also important
to bear in mind that efficiency is a continuous
quest that requires constant effort, which fot
the time being the CAS appears to be making.
â teference

IV. Concluding temarks
Spots arbitration is a specialized model of
atbitration with peculiar features of its own.
6e
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